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Abstract. Customer satisfaction is the center for managers’ attention to increase customer loyalty. In this study, we explore the roles of physical and non-physical environment on tourist satisfaction. The analysis technique used is multiple linear analysis techniques. The results show that the effect of the physical environment on tourist satisfaction has a positive effect of 0.653, and is significant at the 0.05 level. This means that the better the physical environment, the more satisfaction of tourists. The influence of non-physical environment on positive tourist satisfaction is 0.096 but not significant. This means that the better the non-physical environment, the tourist satisfaction will increase but not significant. The physical environment has more influence on tourist satisfaction and is reflected most strongly by the indicators of the type of sea attractions provided and transportation facilities. Tourist satisfaction can be improved if the physical environment is more enhanced than non-physical environment.
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1. Introduction

Tourism has repeatedly been reported as a powerful activity that can have significant impacts on the nation’s life, often concerning a country's economy, society and culture, and environment [1]. Culture and tourism have always been inextricably linked to each other [2]. Tourism is a sector with significant economic relevance in several countries [3]. Tourists being consumers would prefer to visit a certain destination where they believe they can easily derive satisfaction without much effort [4]. The senior population is of interest to the tourism industry because of its growing size and increasing participation in travel activities [5].

Tourism contributes enormously towards the economic development of host countries [6]. Sustainable development is increasingly becoming a priority issue in tourism development in the modern world [7]. In its progress, tourism world has shown sustainable growth over the last few decades, leading to the development of multiple tourism-related industries throughout Bali[8]. The anticipated experience is marked by the ways in which ecotourism companies employ ecotourism ideology for their marketing, and the lived experience is marked by tourists after their interaction with the place (landscape) [9].

Tourism is the main source of income for people in Bali. Almost all districts in Bali have tourist destinations. Karangasem, one of the districts located in the East of Bali Province also has some very interesting areas. Unfortunately, it’s tourism development has not been able to
compete with other Regencies in Bali. The district, however, has various most potential cultural tourism areas, including beaches. One of the famous beaches is Candi dasa beach. Other most naturally potential beaches beside Candi dasa are Tulamben beach and Amed Beach.

Physical environmental factors are the environment around the area of tourism. Physical environmental factors in Amed tourism environment are hotels, restaurants, tourism products, transportation facilities, cleanliness, and site location arrangement. Non-physical environment is the cultural aspects and human resource capabilities. The cultural aspect is culture in the form of values. Bali has 66 cultural elements in physical form and values [10]. Culture in the form of values determines attitudes and behavior. Sitiari et al. (2016) found values in the concept of jengah taksu, and menyamabraya (brotherhood) is valid and reliable values that reflect local Balinese culture [11]. Meanwhile, the ability of HR is reflected by the ability to communicate. Based on the results of research on tourist attraction, natural tourism (natural attraction), tourism attractions (building attraction), cultural tourism attractions (cultural attraction), and social tourism attractions have a positive and significant impact on tourist visits [12]. The research in Karangasem which is located in Candi dasa Tourism, showed that the main factors that influence tourist satisfaction are physical factors, namely attraction factors which are reflected by the attraction of natural tourism, cleanliness, in addition to physical factors, non-physical factors, namely security and comfort also contribute to tourist satisfaction [13]. But in this study, it has not been tested how the influence of physical and non-physical factors on tourist satisfaction. Based on the phenomenon that tourist visits, especially in new developed tourist areas, are still low and based on research results, it is important to examine how the physical and non-physical environmental influences on tourist satisfaction. Research objectives are (1) to explain the influence of the physical environment reflected in the availability of hotels/inns, restaurants, marine tourism attractions, transportation facilities, cleanliness, location management, the role of fishermen, information centers, parking lots, toilets to the satisfaction of tourists visiting Amed Beach in Karangasem; (2) to explain the influence of non-physical environment which is reflected by the ability of human resources in communicating, cultural values in the community, and the comfort of the satisfaction of tourists visiting Amed Beach in Karangasem.

1.1. Customer Satisfaction (tourist)

Every company prioritizes that the goal of the company is to satisfy consumers. This is done to anticipate changes in consumer behavior that occur continuously and more rapidly, because consumers today are more educated and have higher demands. To deal with competition and change in consumer behavior, a consumer-centered company that can provide superior value to them and win the competition. If linked to tourist satisfaction, the key to maintaining tourists is to provide higher tourist satisfaction compared to competitors. Travelers who are satisfied will be willing to return to repeat their purchases and recommend to others to buy.

Physical environmental factors are the environment around the area of tourism. Physical environmental factors in the Amed tourism environment are hotels, restaurants, tourism products, transportation facilities, cleanliness, location management. Non-physical environment covers the cultural aspects and human resource capabilities. The cultural aspect is culture in the form of values. Bali has 66 cultural elements in physical form and values [10]. Culture in the form of values determines attitudes and behavior. Sitiari et al. (2016) found values in the concept of jengah taksu, and culture embodies valid and reliable values that reflect local Balinese culture [11]. The ability of HR is reflected by the ability to
communicate. Based on the results of research on tourist attraction, natural tourism (natural attraction), tourism attractions (building attraction), cultural tourism attractions (cultural attraction), and social tourism attractions have a positive and significant impact on tourist visits [12]. Research in Karangasem, namely in the direction of Candi dasa Tourism, shows that the main factors that influence tourist satisfaction are physical factors, namely attraction factors which are reflected by the attraction of natural tourism, cleanliness, in addition to physical factors, non-physical factors, namely security and comfort also contribute to tourist satisfaction [13]. Based on the results of previous studies, the following hypotheses can be formulated:

H1 Physical environment has a positive and significant effect on tourist satisfaction
H2. Non-physical environment has a positive and significant effect on tourist satisfaction
H3. Fisk's environment has more influence on tourist satisfaction than the physical environment.

Based on the type of problem studied, the technique used in this study is quantitative descriptive, where descriptive method is a method of collecting data to test hypotheses or answer questions about the final status of the research subject. The nature of the research is explanatory research that relates to the position of the variables studied and the influence of one variable with another variable. This study was conducted using a survey method, which collects information from the total population.

Data collection was carried out in several stages. The first stage carried out the initial survey, with in-depth interviews related to the existing local phenomena, related to the research plan. Furthermore, they still carried out in-depth interviews followed by means of distributing questionnaire

This study applies a quantitative research design. The design of this study was carried out first by using in-depth interviews since conducting the initial survey and disseminating research questionnaires to the respondents. The results are used to formulate a research hypothesis, so the research hypothesis is tested using quantitative analysis. Inferential analysis technique was used to test hypotheses. The analysis technique used is PLS (Partial Least Square).

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Respondent Profile

Amed Beach is one of the coastal tourism in Karangasem Regency. Amed Beach includes tourist attractions that are just developing compared to other places in Karangasem. However, based on the results of research, tourists visiting Amed Beach are more foreigners than locals, meaning that Amed Beach is already well known by foreign tourists. Profile of tourists visiting Amed Beach in 2017 is presented in Table 5.1 as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 - 30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>51,1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Test Results Validity and reliability

The results of the research instrument test showed that the chronbach alpha coefficient is above 0.50 so that the entire instruments are reliable. Validity test is measured by the correlation coefficient between each indicator score and the total of construct score, and what validity test results are significant if greater than 0.30. The reliability and validity test results show that all instruments are valid and reliable. The coefficients of the reliability and validity test results are presented in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>STATEMENTS</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Physical Environment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Number of hotels/inns available according to needs.</td>
<td>0.617**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Number of restaurants in accordance with the need</td>
<td>0.584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The types of attractions on the Sea that are available are very interesting.</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Validity Test.
2.3. Reliability Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>STATEMENTS</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Physical Environment</td>
<td>0,811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Non-Physical Environment</td>
<td>0,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tourist Satisfaction</td>
<td>0,856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data processed

The results of the validity and reliability test showed that all variables are valid and reliable.

2.4. The Result of Analysis

Table 3. Statistical Test Results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSTRUCT</th>
<th>Original Sample (O)</th>
<th>Sample Mean (M)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (STDEV)</th>
<th>Standard Error (STERR)</th>
<th>T Statistics (O/STERR)</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Note: The table shows the statistical test results for different constructs.
Based on the results of the analysis, the relationship between variables are:

The effect of the physical environment on tourist satisfaction is of 0.653, and it is significant at the 0.05 level.

The influence of non-physical environment on tourist satisfaction is positive of 0.096 but insignificant.

3. Discussion

3.1. The influence of the physical environment on tourist satisfaction

The effect of the physical environment on tourist satisfaction has a positive effect of 0.653, and it is significant at the 0.05 level. This means that the better the physical environment, the more it is satisfactory to the tourists. The most dominant physical environment is reflected by hotel and transportation facilities. This means that tourist satisfaction is increased if the number of hotels is in accordance with the needs of tourists and the availability of transportation facilities. Based on the results of interviews with foreign tourists at Amed beach, transportation facilities, such as limited road directions and parking spaces, need to be improved.

The results of this study support previous research in Bali such as Prawerti’s research and Fatmawati’s research which find the attractiveness of tourists on Candi dasa beach are physical factors such as attractions, and product quality [13][14].
3.2. The Influence of Non-Physical Environment to Tourists Satisfaction

The influence of non-physical environment on tourist satisfaction is 0.096 positive but is insignificant. This means that the better the non-physical environment, the tourist satisfaction will increase insignificantly. Non-physical environment is mirrored most strongly served with full empathy, attention, polite, and able to communicate. Based on the results of interviews with the respondent's respondent by the relevant officers, it was friendly and polite, while the ability to communicate is still lacking. The insignificant relationship can be caused by employees who visit Amed beach to feel satisfied and will stay, even more than one day, if there are physical facilities such as lodging and transportation in accordance with the needs, although well served, if the facilities are not met, tourists feel less satisfied.

4. Conclusion

The effect of the physical environment on tourist satisfaction has a positive effect of 0.653, and is significant. This means that the better the physical environment, the more satisfaction of tourists.

The influence of non-physical environment on the tourist satisfaction is positive but insignificant. This means that the better the non-physical environment, the tourist satisfaction will increase but not significant. The physical environment has more influence on tourist satisfaction. Tourist satisfaction can be improved if the physical environment is more enhanced than non-physical environment. The physical environment is reflected most strongly by the indicators of the type of sea attractions provided and transportation facilities.
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